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Music Search	




•  “The biggest infringers are the country’s 
largest internet companies—Baidu, Sohu-
Sogou and Yahoo China—which provide 
specialized ‘deep link’ services giving users 
direct access to millions of copyright-
infringing music files. Baidu is the biggest 
single violator of music copyrights and by far 
the greatest obstacle to legitimate digital 
commerce in China.” 	


•  -International Federation of the Phonographic Industry, 	


•  Digital Music Report 2009	




China’s Recording ���
Industry (2008 figures)	


•  Ringtones/CRBT account for US$2.56 billion*	


•  Total recording industry revenue less than US
$100 million (domestic and international labels 
combined)	


•  Nearly 100% of internet music downloads 
unauthorized	


*Source:  Softbank China and India Holdings	




Music’s Value in the 
Chinese Market	


• Music’s cultural and economic value in 
China is enormous. Key driver in several 
industries:	


•  Entertainment (karaoke, clubs/nightlife, 
TV/radio programming)	


•  Internet search	


• Mobile entertainment	




Current State of Music 
Copyright Online	


•  Copyright law has minimal practical impact 
on Chinese internet	


•  Some content sites make good faith 
attempt to license content; most do not	


• Most users get their music free through 
search engines	




Copyright Enforcement 
in China	


•  High levels of weak enforcement	




How do music companies/
artists generate revenue?	


•  “360” deals and live performances	


•  Corporate sponsorships	


• Mobile OTA downloads	


• Online ad-supported streaming and 
downloads	




China’s Film Industry	

•  456 domestically-produced in 2009, making China the 

third largest film producer in the world 	


•  $1.56 billion total revenue in 2009 (40% increase from 
2008)	


•  $911 million in box office receipts (foreign and 
domestic combined)	


•  $407 million export sales	


•  About 4,000 screens in Mainland China (compared to 
more than 30,000 in US)	




How do film companies 
generate revenue?	


•  Box office!	




Is there hope for change?	


•  Possibilities:	


1.  “Crossover” theory	


2.  International pressure	


3. Market-based solutions (e.g., ad supported, 
blanket licensing/bundling)	




Takeaways	

•  Since China entered WTO in 2001, copyright 

enforcement has not significantly improved, including 
online	


•  Copyright enforcement is not a priority because 
government views cultural products as less essential 
to overall economic growth strategy than technology 	


•  Presently, if you want to make money from music or 
video in China, your best bet is to own a key (ideally 
locked down) distribution channel	



